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BEHIND THE BIT: A DUTCH PHENOMENON? 

Obedience, light-footedness and being relaxed 
re all aspects of a harmonious development of 

: dressage horse. But it does not look very re
laxed when a horse is behind the bit (neck too 
short) or below the bit (too deep). II has happe
ned to me more than once al competitions that 
acquaintances who are not particularly know
ledgeable about horses draw my attention lo the 
incorrect carriage of certain horses. Even a lay
man immediately notices such unnatural carria
ge. 

In the Netherlands there are many quality horses 
and al so riders in the lower classes often have 
good horses at their disposal. However, this docs 
not only bring with it advantages. Better class 
horses move easily and usually are eager to work 
and energetic. Some riders find it difficult to con
trol that energy. They take part in competitions 
every week, want to make a good impression in 
the test and then tend to put too much strain on 
their horses. Especially when working on two 
tracks, this is accompanied with a lot of pushing 
and pulling. At such a moment a rider tends to 
overuse the hand. 

A horse may be below the bit (too deep) to a gre
ater or lesser extent depending on the measure of 
rise. Being below the bit mainly is an impulse and 
balance problem and is easier to solve than being 
behind the bit (neck too short). A horse that is ha
ving problems keeping his balance will look for 
support from the rider's hand and feels safest in 
his natural balance: on the forehand . In competi
tions it frequently occurs that a horse begins with 
the correct carriage and than gradually gets too 
deep. He has no drive left and does not have the 
energy to place the hind legs far enough under his 
body. Being below the bit becomes a more se
rious fault as the measure of collection requested 
increases. In a B or L horse we cannot speak of 
any rise worth mentioning. His carriage is more 
or less horizontal. At the moment collection is re
quested, the horse must put the hindlegs further 
forward and at the same time not to put too 
much weight on the forehand. A higher level of 
rise is required. A combination in the B or L cate
gory would perhaps obtain a 5 or 6 score for a 
particular el ement because the horse is below the 
bit (coming too deep), at the grand prix level such 
a horse would no doubt fail the test. 

Behind the bit (too short in the neck) 
Being behind the bit usually is a basic fault, at 
least when di spla yed all the time. I'm not ta lking 
about occasional instances. It is often seen in the 
lower categories am ong rid ers making forced ef
forts to get their horse on the bit as good as possi
ble. Usually, it can be a ttributed to the rider ha
ving a rigid hand , with ins ufficient openin g. At 
such a moment, there is too mu ch s tra in on the 
horse, preventin g it to react relaxed ii nd naturnl 
ly. A horse that is behind the bit o ften beg ins mo
ving loo stiff a nd is ti ghter in the back. Be ing be-
hind th b. · · I e 11 gives the ho rse a forced carna ge. ,~ a 
compC' liti nn such a s itua ti on may grow from bad 
10 worsC'. Especia lly a horse with a good commit-

ment to work is kc~t tighter and tighter durin' 
the test, with an . n~crcasingly overbcnt necf. 
Bemg behmd the bit IS a bigger fault than bein 
below the_ bit. It is also more difficult to correct.~ 
have the impression that this phenomenon is on 
the 1~crease. After all, one tends to look at the ri
ders m the top league. If they are also seen in the 
higher classes, it will be more difficult to find 
fault with hem at the lower levels. Some horses 
may have a ~atural disposition to develop such 
incorrect carnage. But also for horses that have a 
short neck in terms of conformation it is possible 
to keep the neck at the right length. For a jury 
member it is impossible to take into account the 
natural disposition of a horse. It would be bey
ond reason awarding higher marks to a horse be
cause it's doing his best. As a jury member your 
starting point in judging is the standard in combi
nation with your view. 

Mirror 
In the comments in the jury reports the rider re
ads unambiguous remarks such as 'too deep' or 
'neck too short' . I often repeat this remark to -ma
ke clear why a figure has been awarded which 
may be lower than the rider had expected. If a 
horse ignores a rein-back, the rider is aware of it, 
but if he has a made a faultless test, he thinks the 
title is his. Which is not the case, if in this fault
less test the horse was behind the bit (too short in 
the neck) or below the bit (too deep). So, I have to 
explain it in the comments on the individual ele
ments as well as in the final assessment. 
If you want to do something about these two pr~
blems, it is important for you to know whats 
going on. If it is not pointed out to you by your 
instructor, there are various means to check for 
yourself what your horse's carriage sho~ld be. 
For example, making a video recording_ w1H give 
you a good idea of the situation. Lookmg mto a 
mirror from time to time also works. Check 
whether the ears and the crest form the highest 
point of your horse, because that's the way it 
should be. 
Another trick and at the same time an excellent 
exercise is stretching the neck . When you loosen 
the reins, the horse should follow the hand and 

roperly stretch his neck forwards / downwards . 
~llowing the horse to stretch his neck, ho_wever, 
does not mean that he should do so at his . own 
initiative. Firmly hold the reins at a ll times. 
Stretching the neck is a good means to check 
whether the horse is well on the bit. 
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